
Trento - Levico
The second stage of the Via Romea Germanica in Trentino starts 
in Trento and arrives in Levico.

Almost 21 km between nature and small hamlets which will make 
you discover and appreciate the Valsugana valley, its flora and its 
history.

> The route
The route starts in Trento city center, right from the Duomo. The 
direction to follow is “Povo and Mesiano” along a pretty steep 
road. Passed the town of Povo, take path number 8, crossing 
first Celva and then the Cimirlo Pass. 

From here walk down path F, or “Giro della Marzola”, towards 
Roncogno; you will then arrive in Pergine. Continuing on the 
same road pass by the small village of Pozza and get on the Via 
Claudia Augusta again direction Ischia while enjoying a beauti-
ful view of the Caldonazzo Lake.

At this point there are only a few kilometers left and in about an 
hour you will reach the final destination of today’s journey: Levico.

Virtual map: https://www.outdooractive.com/en/route/pilgrim-
walk/trento-monte-bondone-valle-dell-adige/via-romea-ita-
stage-9-trento-levico-terme/108903573/#dm=1

Start Trento

Finish  Levico

Distance 20,6 km

Ascent 783 m

Descent 487 m

Duration 6 hours

Practicability On foot or by bike

We thank for the collaboration: Istituto Tambosi - Trento, 
Istituto Degasperi - Borgo Valsugana.

https://www.visitvalsugana.it/
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PERGINE VALSUGANA

Halfway on the stage there is Pergine Valsugana, famous for its mines and the “silver rush” that took over the city in the XVI centu-
ry; the town was founded in pre-Roman era and established its power in the Middle Ages.
“Perzen”, its name in Trentino dialect, does not lack in attractions, mysteries, and old tales.

> What to visit in Pergine?
CASTEL PERGINE
Pergine Castle is a medieval fortress built on top of Tegazzo hill 
in gothic style. What makes this castle different from the others is 
the fact that it is also an hotel and restaurant: it is in fact possible 
to stay the night in one of their different-styled rooms or in the 
tower suite as well as taste their delectable gourmet cuisine.
Opening hours on their website:

https://www.castelpergine.it/it/

CHURCH OF THE NATIVITY OF MARY
The Church of the Nativity of Mary was founded in the XII cen-
tury and has been subjected to frequent works before getting to 
its final form.

CITY CENTER
While walking through the city center it is possible to admire 
Pergine’s ancient palaces and parks.
Some of the most famous buildings are:
n The city hall
n The beautiful Palazzo Hippoliti and its frescoes
n The exhibition room Sala Maier
n The museum of school 

(opening hours: http://www.museoscuolapergine.it/it/)

EVENTS

In Pergine and in the nearby Val dei Mocheni it is possible to play different open-air sports and try new activities such as hiking, 
golf at the Break Point GC and more.
Some of the most important events taking place in the city are:
n Pergine Spettacolo Aperto, annual arts and theater festival
n the Festa Granda, the feast of the patron saint
n The Medieval festival in July
n The Pumpkin festival in October
n The Christmas Markets from mid-November to the beginning of January

Castel Pergine

City Center

Church of the Nativity of Mary

We thank for the collaboration: Istituto Tambosi - Trento, 
Istituto Degasperi - Borgo Valsugana.
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LEVICO TERME

The second stage of the Via Romea Germanica in Trentino ends in Levico Terme. This small town still looks as it did in the Nineteenth 
century and during the Belle Epoque. Levico has been known for over two hundred years for its thermal springs and the properties of 
the hard water of Vetriolo Terme, but also for the luxuriant nature, the beautiful lake and the majestic palaces. 

> What to do in Levico?
THE LAKE AND THE FISHERMEN’S ROAD
The beautiful Levico lake, awarded every year since 2013 with the 
European Blue Flag for the quality of its water and the surround-
ing environment, is the ideal place for both relaxing and sporting 
activities. The walk around Levico lake is a must for anyone visiting 
the town: the first half of the loop is called “fishermen’s road” and 
is an easy dirt road, the second half is a path in the woods along the 
lake shore.

THE SPA PALACE
The Spa Palace is the ideal place to reconnect with one’s own 
body and mind. The “acqua forte” (strong water) has now been 
renowned for centuries for its healing properties. The palace is 
surrounded by a beautiful garden with the fountain of the local 
artist Degasperi.

The Fishermen’s Road The Spa Palace

We thank for the collaboration: Istituto Tambosi - Trento, 
Istituto Degasperi - Borgo Valsugana.
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THE FORTRESSES
History lovers will for sure want to pay a visit to Levico’s WWI for-
tresses. These are some of them (check the opening hours on the 
linked websites):

1. The Busa Granda fortress with its howitzer batter was built 
in 1915 in Compet, on the mountain above Levico.

 https://www.visitvalsugana.it/it/scopri-la-valsugana/cultura/
forti-prima-guerra-mondiale/ 
forte-busa-granda_15307_ida/

2. The Busa Verle fortress lies on the Vezzena plateau and, 
together with the Campo (Luserna) and the Belvedere (Lavar-
one) was part of the most advanced defense line on the border 
between the Austro-Hungarian Empire and the Kingdom of It-
aly and controlled the road to the Asiago plateau.

3. The Colle delle Benne  fortress  stands over the Levico 
lake; it was built by the Austro-Hungarians between 1880 
and 1882 and is a classic example of “Vogl style” fort. 
https://www.visitvalsugana.it/it/scopri-la-valsugana/cultura/
forti-prima-guerra-mondiale/ 
forte-colle-delle-benne_2208_ida/

4. The Pizzo di Levico fortress is the most eastern fortification 
of the Lavarone-Folgaria line, was also called “the eye of the 
plateau” and worked mainly as observation point.

SELVA CASTLE
Castel Selva towers above the village of Selva, a suburb of Levico.
What is today still visible are only ruins, that can be reached on a 
nice walk starting directly in Selva.

LEVICO HAPSBURG PARK
The Hapsburg park is an important historic park, part since 
2016 of the Grandi Giardini Italiani network.
Inside this luxuriant and colorful garden of about 131.000 sqm 
can be found more than 125 different trees and shrub from all 
over the world. 
The liberty-style façade of the Grand Hotel Imperial overlooks 
the entire park; the hotel still has access to the thermal spring 
and performs thermal treatments on the ground floor.

C ITY CENTER
Levico Terme city center is divided by narrow alleys with shops 
and local stores that mix modern life and old traditions.
A relaxing stroll through the city center is the best way to expe-
rience this magical town, discover its historic buildings and even 
find some peculiar objects, such as the Roman sarcophagus in 
limestone in Via Marconi or the colorful 18 meters tall Belvedere 
tower.

THE CHURCHES
For sure Levico does not lack in artistic pieces, many of which 
can be admired in the imposing Redentore church in Sonnino 
square; inside there are 8 marble altars.
The entirely frescoed San Biagio church lies on top of the hom-
onym hill near Levico Terme.
Not less beautiful is the Santa Giuliana church, painted by the 
famous Trentino artist Luigi Bonazza.

EVENTS

Levico always organizes events with differnt focuses: health 
and thermal wellbeing, sport and open-air activities, gastron-
omy and much more such as:
n The strozegada de Santa Luzia on December 12

n The local products festivals in the city center 

n The Christmas markets in the Hapsburg park 

n And many more events

Colle delle Benne fortress

Pizzo di Levico fortress

Selva Castle

C Ity Center

Levico Hapsburg Park

San Biagio church
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